B. GOVERNMENT LEVEL

1. Central Government

a) Government of the Reich (all charged):
   Adolf Hitler, Fuehrer
   General Field Marshal von Blomberg and General Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel, Head of the supreme command of the Wehrmacht
   Philipp Bouhler, Head of the Chancellery of the Fuehrer
   Hans Heinrich Himmler, Head of the Chancellery of the Reich, Reich Minister of the Reich
   Otto Meissner, Reichsminister and Head of the Chancellery of the Reich President
   Hermann Goering, President of the Council for the Defense of the Reich, Commissioner for the 4-Year Plan, Reich Marshal
   Martin Bormann, Head of the Chancellery of the Party and Reich
   Walter Funk, Commissioner of the Economy
   Hjalmar Schacht, Commissioner of the Reich Administration, Reichsbank

b) Reichministers (all charged):
   Reichsminister, Deputy of the Fuehrer, Reich Minister
   Joseph von Ribbentrop, Minister of Foreign Affairs
   Erich Raeder, Commissioner of the Navy
   Heinrich Himmler, Interior, Reichsbank
   Joachim Albrecht, Public Enlightenment and Propaganda
   Hermann Göring, Aviation
   Ludwig Graf Schwerin von Krosigk, Finance
   Dr. Courtauld and Dr. R. Thierack, Justice
   Walter Schacht, Economy
   Walter Funk, Economy
Herbert Boden, Nutrition and Agriculture
Franz Solfe, Labor
Bernhard Rust, Science and Education
Walter Noyes and FR. H. Madsen, Church Affairs
Le Drogemuller, Transportation
E. Omnestic, Post, Telegraph and Telephone
A. Speer, Armament (also Inspector General of Hydrotechnic affairs, and Inspector General of Highways)
Alfred Rosenberg, Minister for occupied territories, Reich Minister
Konstantin von Neurath, President of the Prussian Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Reich Protector for Bohemia and Moravia
Wilhelm Frick, Interior, Reich Protector for Bohemia and Moravia
Renz Frank, Governor General for the Government General (Poland), Reich Minister
Arthur Seyss-Inquart, Reich Commissioner for the occupied Netherlands, Reich Minister
H. Graf, Reichsarchivdienstkreis, Reich Minister

(e) Chancellery of the President (Presidential Chancellery) (all charges)
Otto Edelmayr, Chief of the Executive Chancellery of the President, Reich Minister
Berger, Director of the Office of the Minister
Dr. Keizer, Counsellor
Odenberg, Counsellor
von Pahlen, Counsellor
von Siechter, Counsellor
4) Reich Chancellor (Reichskanzler) (all charges):

SS Obergruppenfuehrer R b. Leers, Head of the Chancellor's Office, Reich Minister

H. St. Haagen, Secretary of State

Gustav, Counsellor

Otto Kreisbach, Secretary of State, Head of the Reich Government Press

5) Directly responsible to the Fuehrer (all charges):

Hans Harrer and R b. Buhler, Reichsfuehrer der Polizei

A. Haas, Reichsfuehrer der Polizei (Leader of the Reich Police)

K. H. Hirth, Reichsfuehrer der Polizei, Reich Minister

Prof. Dr. Benecke, Commissioner General of the Fuehrer for Sanitation and Hygiene

Oskar Lenz, Governor General of Poland, Reich Minister

Gauskater Josef von Mises, Reich Commissioner for occupied Norway

Arthur Seyss-Inquart, Reich Commissioner for occupied Netherlands, Reich Minister

Robert Wagner, Reich Commissioner for Administration of Poles

Josef Surrich, Reich Commissioner for Administration of Rhineland

Karl Dietrich, Head of the Administration of Rhineland

Robert Ley, Reich Commissioner for Switzerland, Reich Commissioner in Switzerland

E. Heimreither, Reich Commissioner and Gauskater, Head of the Civil Administration of Lower Austria

O. Reiner, Reich Commissioner and Gauskater, Head of the Civil Administration of the occupied territories of Carinthia (Klagenfurt)

Heinrich Koch, Gauskater, Head of the Civil Administration for the district of Tyrol
f) Privy Council (Gebärder Ratsherrn) (all charges):
  Konstantin von Gemahl
  Joachim von Hillebrandt
  Hermann Goering
  Rudolf Hess
  Josef Goebbels
  Hans Heinrich Lammers
  Walter von Reischach
  Reich President
  Wilhelm Keitel
a) Reichsministerium

Foreign Affairs (Auswärtiges Amt) (charges 1, 2, 3):
- Konstantin von Neurath and Joachim von Ribbentrop, Ministers
- Dr. Delbrück, Ministerial Director for Political Commerce
- Dr. M. Schmidt, Ministerial Director for Information
  and Press
- Dr. Riecke, Ministerial Director for Radio
- Dr. N. Wald, Head of the Auswärtiges Amt, Chancellor

Interior (all charges):
- Wilhelm Frick and Heinrich Himmler, Ministers
- Doel, Secretary of State
- Stuckart, Secretary of State
- Brühnow, Secretary of State, Reichskanzleramt
- Dr. Cott, Secretary Department
- Heinrich Himmler, Reichskanzleramt SS, and Head of the
  German Police
- Kurt Daluege, General of the Police, Head Central
  Office of the Reichskanzleramt
- Heinrich Daluege and General of the Police Kalthüsermayer,
  Head Central Office of Reich Security Police
- Adolf Eichmann, SS Obersturmbannführer, Head of
  SS, SS-Sicherheitsdienst, Waffen-SS, and SS-Strum
  (German Department of Security)
- Bernhard Pape, SS Obersturmbannführer, Head of
  Administration, Justice and Political Police (Gestapo)
- Prof. Dr. Halder, Head Department of Health
  (Reichskanzleramt)

Planners (charges 2, 3):
- Ludwig Graf Schwerin von Krosigk
- Fritz Kumpir, Secretary of State
von Behr, Ministerial Director
Rehberg, Ministerial Director
Rieber, Ministerial Director

Economy (Wirtschaftsministerium) (charges 2, 3, 4, 7):
Klein von Schacht and Walther Funk, Minister
Dr. Posse, Brüning, Kopp, Secretary of State
Dr. Brüning, Nokas, Permanent Deputy of the Secretary of State
Rehberg, Ministerial Director

Commissioner for the Four-Year Plan (all charges):
Dr. Beck, Commissioner
Krebs, Secretary of State, Deputy of the Commissioner
Roub, Secretary of State
Rehberg, Ministerial Director

Directly responsible to the Commissioners:
Goude, Minister, Commissioner General for Labor (Arbeitsschutzministerium)
Walther Funk, Head of the economic-political organization of the Party
Bartolomei Koch, Head of the Commission for Economic Policy of the Party

Labor (charges, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7):
Franz Gold, Minister
Dr. Syrup, Secretary of State, Counselor of Prussia
Krebs, Secretary of State
H. Engel, Secretary of State
Annexure (charges 4, 5, 6, 7, 8):
Pitts Tutt (deed), Minister
Albert Spence, Minister
(Tour Organizations.)
Director of the Reparations Law

East Prussia (Posen); Upper-Silesia (Kattowitz);
Lower Silesia (Drezden); Posen (Posen);
Berlin (Berlin); Pomerania (Stettin); Neisse (Silesia);
Schleswig-Holstein (Flensburg); Hamburg (Hamburg);
Upper Elbe (Bremen); Hanover-East (Luneburg);
Hannover-South Hanover; Magdeburg-Anhalt;
Magdeburg; Haltern-Mersen (Halle); Silesia (Poznań);
Danzig; Danzig (Danzig); Thueringen (Weimar); Hesse
(Ostal); Westphalia-North (Münster); Westphalia-South
(Ruhr); Kassel (Kassel); Düsseldorf (Dusseldorf);
Cologne; Cologne (Köln); Niedersachsen, Nörnberg
(Nurnberg); Rhein-Main (Frankfurt); Baden
(Frankfurt); Stuttgart; Württemberg-Main
(Rasen); Franconia (Nuremberg); Bayreuth (Bayreuth);
Upper Bavaria (Munich); Schlesien (Silesia); Vienna
(Vienna); Lower Silesia (Poznań); Upper Danube (Linz);
Tyrol (Innsbruck); Salzburg (Salzburg); Carinthia
(Rienz); Styria (Steyr); Burgenland (Graben)
(Breisach); Vorarlberg (Fiume).

Judge (all charges):

Dr. Gunther and Dr. J. Thannack, Minister
Ehlers, Secretary of State.

Bleichroder, Secretary of State

Freisler, Secretary of State.

Reich Commissioner for Enemy Property:

Dr. Krebs, Secretary of State.
Reichsgericht:

Dr. Stegem, President
Kohls, Vice President

Reichsratshaus:

President, President
Dr. Gais, Vice President

Presidents of States:

Kochler
Albrecht

Academy for German Law:

Dr. Tschirch, President
Dr. Gasch, Director

Austrian under the Supervision of the Reich Minister of Justice

(Charges 2, 3):

Austrian Chamber of Notaries = Presidents: Töpfer, Counselor of Justice
Austrian Chamber of Attorneys = Presidents: Neuberger, Counselor of Justice
Austrian Chamber of Patents = Presidents: Winkler, Patent Attorney

Austrian and Agricultural (Charges 4, 5, 6 7):

Walther Bara u. Herbert Hacke, Minister
K. Allesk, Secretary of State
H. F. Meckes, Ministerial Director
Ludwig Rautenbur, Undersecretary of State
Moritz, director of a department
Public Enlightenment and Propaganda (All branches):

Josef Goebbels, Minister
Otto Dibelke, Secretary of State
Karl Hanke, Secretary of State
Walter Funk, Secretary of State
Karl Otto, Head of a department
Müller, Head of a department
Rolf Potthoff and Hans Eriegler, Ministerial Director (Radio)
Wilhelm Stengert, Ministerial Director (Propaganda Office of Correspondence, Deutscher Nachrichtenverband (DNN), Trenner)
A. J. Bernet, Ministerial Counselor (Press)
Ernst Stengert, Ministerial Counselor (Movie Pictures)
Ernst Schlemmer, Ministerial Counselor (Theater)
Franz Rammert, Ministerial Counselor (Foreign Countries)
K. H. Bogert, Ministerial Counselor (Wireless)
Klaus Drescher, Intendant General (Music)
Kurt Draschler, Ministerial Counselor (People's Culture)
Mahl, Ministerial Director
Erich Greiner, Ministerial Director
Hermann Karl Witt and Bienen, Head of the Office of the Minister

Reich Chamber of Cultures:

Josef Goebbels, President
Walter Funk, I. Vice President
Karl Hanke, II. Vice President
Guttenberg, Secretary of State
Mickel, Ministerial Director, Secretary General
Prof. Rabe, President Chamber of Music
Prof. Kargler and S. Kegler, President, Chamber of Commerce
Ludwig Pompey, Prof. Schlichten and F. Hartmann, President, Chamber of Commerce
Emil Schüer, President, Chamber of Literature
Max Ascher, President, Chamber of Drama
Dr. Staats and C. Seppelt, President, Chamber of Peaceful Pictures
Kurt Koligley, President, Chamber of Broadcasting

An Association of the German Press (Deutsche Zeitung, Gesellschaft der Deutschen Presse)

Kurt Koligley (attorney at law), President

Radio Broadcasting Company

Dr. Olmayer, Radio Broadcasting

Transportation (charges 5, 6, 7)

Bayerischer, Radio City
Gustav Meyer, Secretary of State
Kaufmann, Secretary of State
Karl F. Meyer, Secretary of State

Science and Education (all charges)

Kurt Koligley, Minister

Koligley, Secretary of State

Section of Adult Education
Dr. Herder

Section of Primary Schools
Prinz

Section of Secondary Schools
Stein

Section of Education
Dr. Seppelt

Section of Professional Training
Koligley
Subordinate offices:

- The Hospital Charité, Berlin, Schumannstrasse,
  Director: Dr. Rosenblum

- Library of the Prussian State in Berlin,
  Director: R. Krusche

- National Library in Vienna,
  Director: F. Heigl

- Reich Institute for History of the New Germany,
  President: Gams

- National Office for Education: Reich Office
  for Employment of Films and Pictures in Science
  and Teaching,
  President: Gams

- Central German Institute for Education and
  Teaching,
  Director: Beno

Museums and Collections of Art Objects (looting of objects and
collections of art)

- Berlin: National Gallery
  State Museums,
  General Director: Prof. Kuno

- Dresden: State Museum of Fine Arts,
  Director: Prof. Luithalm

- Vienna: State Museums, under direct admin-
 istration of the Reich Minister

Economic Affairs (Reichsministerium für die wirtschaftliche Zusammenarbeit)
-Charges 2, 4, 5)

- Hans Herr and Dr. Wehle, Minister

Aviation (charges 2, 3, 4):

- Hermann Göring, Minister
  General Milch, Secretary of State
  General Stampf, Head of Staff

Post, Telegraph and Telephone (charges 2, 3):

- Dr. Ohnesorge, Minister
  Dr. Hagem, Secretary of State
Eastern Occupied Territories (all changes)
Alfred Rosenberger, Minister
Mr. A. Mayer, Gauleiter and Reich Statthalter
Reichstag of the Reich
Berger, SS Obergruppenfuehrer and General of SS, Head of Central Department of Politics

Heads of Principal Sections:
von Almenchen
Ziemeisen
Feuerstein

Leading Directors of Groups:
Schloetterer
Kieske

Informant for Special Questions:
Kunert, Oberreicheleiter

General Informant for Special Organization (Hauptsicherung):
Schafer

Heads of Sections:
Bremer, Kiefer, Kiefer, Prof. von
Manni, von der Emmerich, Hilmar,
Peter, Degenhardt, Frenzel, Lehre,
Knoors, Hauke, Willm, Lenge, Klein,
Schroeder, Hilsen, Versteegen, Fronter,
Blum, Pischner, Rowny, Peter,
Dumler, Lepo, Bartschat, Doll, Hufn,
Hoffmeister,
Reichsrat für Nationalpark

Reichsrat für Umweltschutz

Reichsrat für Kultur

Reichsrat für Bildung

Reichsrat für Wirtschaft

Reichsrat für Außenhandel

Reichsrat für Justiz

Reichsrat für Verwaltung

Reichsrat für Bildung

Reichsrat für Wirtschaft

Reichsrat für Außenhandel

Reichsrat für Justiz

Reichsrat für Verwaltung

b) Staatsrat

DEUTSCHE REICHSPARK

Vorstande

Präsident: Rundt Schött, Reich Minister

Vize-Präsident: E. Jung

Vorstand: H. Jung

DEUTSCHE GOETHEBÜHNE

Vorstande

Präsident: Walther Funk

Vize-Präsident: K. Lange

Vorstand: H. Jung

Vorstand: G. Bauer

Vorstand: C. Zschather
C) Reichskommissar (all charged):

Bavaria:
- Hitler von Rup, Generalleutnant
- Kaltenbrunner, Generalleutnant
- Schlesien:
- Wagner, Generalleutnant
- Thuringia:
- Seifert, Generalleutnant
- Hess:
- Speer, Generalleutnant
- Hamburg:
- Schacht, Generalleutnant
- Rhineland:
- Himmler, Generalleutnant
- Oldenburg:
- Hoepner, Generalleutnant
- Braunschweig:
- Jordan, Generalleutnant
- Lower Saxony:
- Dr. Mayer, Generalleutnant
- Silesia:
- Seyss-Inquart, Reichskommissar

D) Government of German Lands (responsible for all charges insofar as the successive criminal stages of the conspiracy to annihilate Jews were executed within the limits of the respective lands)

Prussia:
- Goering, Prime Minister
- Frick, Minister of the Interior
- Keitel, Minister of Justice

Bavaria:
- Hitler, Prime Minister
- Wagner, Minister of the Interior
- Daluege, Minister of Economy
- Raupach, Minister of Education and Culture
Berlin:
  Kohl, Prime Minister
Potsdam, Minister of the Interior
Bruns, Minister of Finances
Lendy, Minister of Economics and Labor

Westphalia:
  Marquardt, Prime Minister and Minister of Culture
  Dr. Schmidt, Minister of the Interior
  Dr. Dubing, Minister of Finances

Bodenland:
  Koehler, Prime Minister, Minister of Finance and Economy
  Dr. Krueger, Minister of Culture and Education
  Pfisterer, Minister of the Interior, Member of the Reichstag

Thuringia:
  Marschall, Prime Minister, Minister of Finance, of Economy, and of Education

Hesse:
  Sprung, Prime Minister, Minister of the Interior

Hamburg:
  Krogmann, Mayor

Mecklenburg:
  Dr. Schwermer, Minister of the Interior

Oldenburg:
  Sonn, Prime Minister and Minister of the Interior
  Pouly, Minister of State
Brunswick

Klages, Prime Minister, Minister of the Interior and Education

Klipa, Minister of Finance

Free City of Brunswick

Kuller, Mayor

Inhals: Freyburg, Minister of State

Lippes

Dr. Meyer, Prime Minister, Reichsstatthalter

Sachsenburg-Lippes

Dr. Koller, Prime Minister

Sauer

Krupp, Gauleiter, Reich Commissioner

Sauerland

Krupp, Gauleiter, Reich Commissioner